Assassination Records Review Board
Final Determination Notification

AGENCY: CIA
RECORD NUMBER: 104-10015-10150
RECORD SERIES: JFK
AGENCY FILE NUMBER: 201-289248

March 26, 1996

Status of Document: Postponed in Part

Number of releases of previously postponed information: 20
Reason for Board Action: The Review Board’s decision was premised on several factors including: (a) the significant historical interest in the document in question; (b) the absence of evidence that the release of the information would cause harm to the United States or to any individual.

Number of Postponements: 6

Postponement # 1 (Page 1):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.
Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 2 (Page 1):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.
Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 3 (Page 2):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may
be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 4 (Page 2):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 5 (Page 2):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 6 (Page 2):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Board Review Completed: 01/31/96
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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET 26205 2
IMMEDIATE DIR INFO PRIORITY GNVA PARI ROUTINE FRAN
KUDESK INK
REF A BERN 2397 (IW 56631)*
B BERN 2425 (IW 57680) **
C BERN 2416 (IW 59081) ***

1. AFTERNOON 26 NOVEMBER INTARZAN I REPORTED TO GNVA

BASE THAT ALEX DES FONTAINES, TIME-LIFE STRINGER AND RADIO
CANADA CORRESPONDENT GNVA, WAS FILING STORY TO TIME-LIFE OFFICE
PARI REFERRING TO APPEARANCE OF SUBJ REF'S AT GNVA, HIS
WILD TALE BUT AMAZING COINCIDENCE THAT SUBJ HAD MENTIONED THAT
UNIDENTIFIED) "THEY" WERE PLOTTING AGAINST PRESIDENT KENNEDY
AND THAT "SOMETHING" WOULD HAPPEN IN TEXAS.

2. TO KEEP MATTER IN SAME CHANNELS AS PREVIOUSLY USED
INTARZAN I WAS INSTRUCTED PASS ABOVE INFO TO ARMATT,
ADDING THAT HE HAD ALSO NOTIFIED MIDDAUGH AT GNVA.
ARMATT AND COS BERN CONFERRED RE SUBJECT REPORT. ARMATT
DECIDED THAT IN VIEW SENSITIVE SUBJECT MATTER AND TO AVOID
ANY POSSIBLE CRITICISM FROM ACSI HE WOULD CABLE "BLUEBELL"
REPORT TO ACSI RE INCIDENT. COS INDICATED WOULD ALSO INFORM
KUBARK HQS.

01200 5 41
3. SUBSEQUENT REPORT FROM INTARZAN 1 INDICATES THAT DES FONTAINES DECIDED FILE REPORT AFTER HAD RECEIVED PHONE CALL FROM TIME-LIFE STRINGER, FEMALE, NAME UNKNOWN, IN ZURICH, TO WHOM SUBJ REFERS APPARENTLY ALSO HAD GIVEN HIS WILD STORY AFTER HIS ARRIVAL IN SUISSE (HER CONTACT WITH SUBJ REFERS PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN TO STATION, ARMATT OR INTARZAN 1). IN READING ACCOUNTS OF KENNEDY ASSASSINATION SHE RECOLLECTED OR THOUGHT THAT SHE RECOLLECTED TALE TOLD BY SUBJ REFERS. SHE THEN PHONED DES FONTAINES WHO THEN DECIDED THAT HE TOO REMEMBERED THAT SUBJ HAD MENTIONED CONSPIRACY AGAINST PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND TEXAS ASPECT.

4. IN ANSWER INTARZAN 1 QUERY DES FONTAINES SAID HE SKEPTICAL HE SUBJ STORY, STILL CONVINCED SUBJ UNBALANCED BUT FILED STORY TO PREVENT ANY POSSIBLE SUBSEQUENT TIME-LIFE RECRIMINATIONS TO EFFECT HE HAD FAILED REPORT INTERESTING AND POSSIBLY SIGNIFICANT ANGLE RE KENNEDY DEATH. NOT KNOWN IF TIME-LIFE PARI OFFICE HAS REQUESTED FOLLOWUP.

5. INTARZAN 1, ARMATT, GNVA, BERN STILL ASSESS SUBJ STORY AS FABRICATION BY UNBALANCED PERSON. HOWEVER REPORTING INCIDENT IN ORDER HOS OR PARI NOT BE CAUGHT SHORT IN EVENT ANY QUERIES.

SECRET

C'S COMMENT: *Forwarded information on PFC Eugene B. Dinkin.
**Forwarded further developments on Dinkin and Bowers case.
***ARMATT stated that information from Provost Marshal Metz area indicated that Bowers returned to military custody, apparently voluntarily, circa 11 November.
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1. Afternoon 26 November Intarzan 1 reported to GNVA
base that Alex Des Fontaines, Time-Life stringer and radio
canada correspondent GNVA, was filing story to Time-Life office
PAPI referring to appearance of subj refs at GNVA, his
wild tale but amazing coincidence that subj had mentioned that
(UNIDENTIFIED) "They" were plotting against President Kennedy
and that "something" would happen in Texas.

2. To keep matter in same channels as previously used
Intarzan 1 was instructed pass above info to armatt,
adding that he had also notified middaugh at GNVA.
Armatt and cos Bern conferred re subject report. Armatt
decided that in view sensitive subject matter and to avoid
any possible criticism from acsi he would casle "bluebell"
report to acsi re incident. Cos indicated would also inform
Kubark hqs.

01200-5-41
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3. SUBSEQUENT REPORT FROM INTARZAN 1 INDICATES THAT DES FONTAINES DECIDED FILE REPORT AFTER HAD RECEIVED PHONE CALL FROM TIME-LIFE STRINGER, FEMALE, NAME UNKNOWN, IN ZURC, TO WHOM SUBJ REFS APPARENTLY ALSO HAD GIVEN HIS WILD STORY AFTER HIS ARRIVAL IN SUISSE (HER CONTACT WITH SUBJ REFS PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN TO STATION, ARMATT OR INTARZAN 1). IN READING ACCOUNTS OF KENNEDY ASSASSINATION SHE RECOLLECTED OR THOUGHT THAT SHE RECOLLECTED TALE TOLD BY SUBJ REFS. SHE THEN PHONED DES FONTAINES WHO THEN DECIDED THAT HE TOO REMEMBERED THAT SUBJ HAD MENTIONED CONSPIRACY AGAINST PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND TEXAS ASPECT.

4. IN ANSWER INTARZAN 1 QUERY DES FONTAINES SAID HE SKEPTICAL HE SUBJ STORY, STILL CONVINCED SUBJ UNBALANCED BUT FILED STORY TO PREVENT ANY POSSIBLE SUBSEQUENT TIME-LIFE RECRIMINATIONS TO EFFECT HE HAD FAILED REPORT INTERESTING AND POSSIBLY SIGNIFICANT ANGLE RE KENNEDY DEATH. NOT KNOWN IF TIME-LIFE PARI OFFICE HAS REQUESTED FOLLOWUP.

5. INTARZAN 1, ARMATT, GNVA, BERN STILL ASSESS SUBJ STORY AS FABRICATION BY UNBALANCED PERSON. HOWEVER REPORTING INCIDENT IN ORDER HOS OR PARI NOT BE CAUGHT SHORT IN EVENT ANY QUERIES.

SECRET

C S COMMENT: *Forwarded information on PFC Eugene B. Dinkin.
**Forwarded further developments on Dinkin and Bowers case.***ARMATT stated that information from Provost Marshal Metz area indicated that Bowers returned to military custody, apparently voluntarily, circa 11 November.